
Eulogy to Owen Young

I met Owen about 25 odd years ago through a group of young ponsonby primary
mothers who went on to call themselves the sisters and with their husbands
remain a group of friends today. Over the last few years some of the husbands as
they have more time on their hands meet regularly for coffee. Owen is a regular
attendee.

As time past I got to know Owen and we became good friends. It did not take me
long to realise that Owen was a unique character not quite like anyone else I
know and so I thought I would relay a couple of instances to try and demonstrate
Owen's personality.

In 2010 Owen, Lily, Rose and I rented an apartment in Barcelona for a few days.
Both Owen and Rose are virgos and Rose was into washing like no one else I
know. So it was not long before the apartment was bedecked with washing
hanging up to dry. Once all the washing was in place Rose left the room and not
long afterwards Owen got up and subtly adjusted the washing slightly so it hung
more to his liking and then later left the room. Rose returned and then after a few
minutes she got up and readjust the washing to her liking. This process repeated
itself a couple of times over the course of the day. Lily and I were cracking up
over the pantomime. Incidentally both of them never said anything just
surreptitiously adjusted the washing.

The next incident was a visit to the famous 1929 Expo Pavillion by the German
architect van der Rohe. It is an architectual example of Modernism and
Minimalism. I want to see it too as my daughter Abbey, also an architect, said I
should put it on my to do list and that she had spent about half an hour looking at
it. We set off on the Hop On Hop Off bus to the pavilion. It is a very simple
building with about half a dozen walls, a flat roof, no doors, a terrace and a
shallow pool. After 15 to 20 minutes I had done my dash having wandered
around it a couple times. So I wandered off to look at things nearby. From afar I
observed Owen in action, he was looking at it from various angles, taking photos,
pacing out distances this way and that, taking measurements and doing
sketches. He was fully engrossed.  So much for the quick visit, two and half
hours later Owen was finished and we headed back to the bus. All I can say is
lucky I have had plenty of training waiting for Rose at shopping centres.



Another good example of Owens researching and knowing the detail is when I
was going to buy an electric car. Owen had an EV and had investigated the topic
thoroughly so talking to him gave me the pros and cons and what to look out for.
He was very helpful. He was so much into his EV chat and being the friendly

Character he is, I am told he would often befriend fellow EV owners at charging
stations.

In recent years alongside our wives group ‘the sisters’ some of the husbands
arranged a get together on a semi regular basis. We call it the gold club. In
typical Owen fashion before these coffee sessions Owen would get up to speed
with the results and the going ons of the English premier football league,
especially Manchester United, as Keith an attendee was a Manchester United
supporter. This demonstrates not only his attention to detail but also his
dedication and desire to be as informed as possible when it came to other
peoples interests.

As many of you will know it was difficult to get Owen to tell the short version of a
story. When telling a story Owen would paint a detailed picture of the situation
with alot of background information. I was amazed that he would get away with
telling these lengthly stories and not get interrupted. But he had the ability to hold
everybody's attention and tell a story we would all want to hear the outcome of.

I'm really going to miss Owen at our gold club coffee sessions, not only for his
great stories and interesting facts but also because like me Owen was a liberal
voice. With Owen gone we are going to be outnumbered by the conservative
faction of the gold club. And that is not good for solving the world's problems.

In reality Owen I'm going to miss you as a true friend and a free thinker. Rest in
Peace mate.




